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Ithaca Akita Stock and Forend with 
Cheekrest and Buttpad

Installation Instructions
PART# A.1.10.1180, A.1.20.1180, A.1.30.1180

(Fits:  Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight and Ultralight)

Thank you for purchasing an ATI product!
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Point the shotgun in a safe direction and place the safety in the “on” position.  Next pull back the slide, 
and carefully inspect the chamber and magazine to be sure the shotgun is unloaded.

Step #1
Remove the existing recoil pad from your stock by 
unscrewing the two phillips head screws in the rear 
of the pad.  

Step #3
Using a phillips head screwdriver, unscrew and 
remove the recoil pad from the rear of the ATI Akita 
stock. 

Figure 1

Step #2
Next, use a  7/16" socket with extension to remove 
the stock bolt from the inside of the opening in the 
rear of the stock. Remove the stock from the Ithaca 
receiver.  

Figure 3

Step #4
Using a phillips head screwdriver, unscrew and 
remove the screw from the rear of the lever 
housing.  

Figure 4

Figure 2

Step #5
Remove the lever housing assembly from the 
bottom of the stock and then seperate the front 
and rear portion of the Akita stock.

Figure 5
Step #6
Place the Ithaca adapter onto the receiver.

Figure 6

Ithaca 
Adapter
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Step #8
Slide the rear portion of the buttstock onto the grip 
slide to the fully closed position, and insert the lever 
housing assembly into the bottom of the stock.  You 
can now re-install the rear lever housing screw you 
removed earlier.  

Figure 7

Figure 8

Step #7
Using the Ithaca stock bolt, place the front portion of 
the stock onto the gun with adapter and tighten the 
stock bolt, washer, and lock washer to the receiver 
with a 7/16" socket and extension. 

Step #9
Next, re-install the recoil pad to the back of the 
stock using a phillips head screw driver.  

Figure 9

Figure 10

Step #10
Adjust the cheek rest by removing the cheek rest 
plugs and the small set screw. The cheek rest 
slides back toward the recoil pad and can then be 
moved up or down. Slide it back into place at the 
desired height and re-install the set screw and 
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Step #1
Begin by tightening the magazine cap to remove the 
barrel.
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Figure 1

Step #2
Once the magazine cap is tightened, pump the action 
half way and remove the barrel by twisting the barrel 
counter clockwise 90 degrees or 1/4 turn and then 
removing the barrel from the receiver.

Step #3
Remove the magazine cap by loosening the cap and 
removing off the magazine tube. CAUTION: The 
magazine cap is under tension from the magzine 
spring and may come off the magazine tube.
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Figure 3

Step #4
Remove magazine spring by pulling it out of the 
magazine tube.

Figure 4
Figure 2
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Step #5
Remove the screw from the barrel rest using a flat head 
screwdriver and remove from the magazine tube by 
sliding it off .

Step #6
Remove the forend from the receiver by using a small 
flat head screwdriver and sliding the forend release pin 
and releasing the forend action bar.

Figure 5
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Step #7
Remove the forend from the receiver.

Figure 6

Step #8
Remove the forend tube nut by using a mag socket, 
spanner wrench or similar tool to remove.

Step #9
Remove the original wood forend from the forend tube.

Figure 8

Figure 7

Step #10
Locate the correct adapters for the Ithaca forend, the 
rear adapter will be the RF with the bridge cut of the 
adapter, the the front adapter is the WF with the flat 
bridge still on the adapter.

Figure 9

WF RF

Figure 10
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Step #11
Slide the rear adapter, RF, onto the forend tube and place 
at the rear of the tube.

Step #12
Install the forend onto the forend tube, making sure the 
rear adapter fits into place in the ATI forend

Figure 11
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Figure 12

Step #14
Re-install the forend tube nut and tighten using a mag 
socket, spanner wrench or similar tool, making sure that 
the indentation of the nut is placing up so the barrel will 
fit into place.

Figure 14

Figure 13

Step #13
Install the front adapter, WF, by pressing into place at the 
front of the forend.

Step #15
Re-install the forend into the receiver by using a small 
flat head screwdriver and sliding the forend release pin 
then re-install the forend action bar, release the pin and 
you can then hear a "click" when the forend is attached 
by the pin.

Figure 15
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Step #16
Re-install the barrel rest by sliding it onto the magazine 
tube and tighten using a flat head screwdriver. Make 
sure that the barrel rest is lined up with the bolt so the 
barrel will sit straight and flush.
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Figure 16

Step #17
Re-install the magazine spring and magazine cap.

Figure 17

Step #18
Re-install the barrel by placing the barrel into the 
receiver at a 90 degree or 1/4 turn. Once the barrel is 
in the receiver turn the barrel 90 degrees or 1/4 turn 
clockwise to install the barrel.

Figure 18

Step #19
Loosen the magazine cap to tighten down the barrel to 
the firearm.

Figure 19
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